Statement by Military Commission of Islamic Emirate regarding supposed parliamentary elections

The entire nation is aware that our Islamic country Afghanistan has been under the direct occupation of America for the last seventeen years. The warring infidels have usurped all authority of the country, from unilateral military operations to construction of military bases, control of airspace and even the appointment and dismissal of high-ranking officials of the stooge regime.

The parliamentary elections process taking place under the shadow of such an occupation has only one objective, that the invaders can appoint their hand-groomed puppets as lawmakers or parliament of the stooge regime where they can get them to sign upon extension of occupation and use them for other evil designs.

Just as the past elections were ultimately used for American interests and the final decision was announced in the American Embassy by the US Secretary of State John Kerry, these supposed elections are also considered to be an American project from start to finish because the common Afghans do not have any confidence in the process and have no desire of participation. However, the invaders are spending hundreds of millions of dollars, campaigning for it since months and are using all military, propaganda and political tools for its implementation.

Just as the neutralization of every plot by the infidels is the religious duty of every Muslim, the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan’s Commission for Military Affairs calls on all Afghans to strictly boycott this American process. The Mujahideen of Islamic Emirate intend to close all major and minor roads of the country during election day hence all countrymen should remain indoors and desist from bringing out any means of transport. We do not want to harm any common Afghan and therefore ask the public and especially city dwellers to refrain from participating or casting votes during elections.

Do not allow your homes, guest rooms, schools, religious seminaries, clinics and workers be utilized by the organizers of this vile process. The intelligence teams of the Islamic Emirate will be closely monitoring all developments. You know well that the elections process is a misleading drama through which the invaders seek to legitimize their military occupation and their stooge regime. Participation is this process is aiding the invaders and helping them in the implementation of their plots, all of which are unlawful religiously and in conflict with our national values and interests. Consequently, all our countrymen must remain completely vigilant and careful and remain at an arm’s length from this process.
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